MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS END-TO-END
PUBLIC SAFETY ECOSYSTEM
The most trusted, integrated, end-to-end public safety technology ecosystem available. Seamlessly connect as
a single network across command, field, and station. Provide safety and build trust with your community while
equipping your teams with the only complete set of tools needed to stay focused on what matters most.
Click into product categories to see the full public safety ecosystem

SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY
START WITH SMART VIDEO
Officers rely on the indisputable, non-biased evidence video provides to protect their livelihood and build trust with those
they protect and serve. Our video solutions are purpose-built for your needs and proven to work day in and day out.

SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY START WITH SMART VIDEO

BODY-WORN CAMERAS

IN-CAR VIDEO

NUMBER PLATE RECOGNITION

Protect your officers with the rugged
public safety body camera that features
a long battery life to power through
your full shift.

As the most trusted and deployed in-car video system
for law enforcement, you can rely on our in-car video
systems to deliver security, flexibility and efficiency in
the most demanding environment.

Scan more than ever before with new state of
the art sensors and broader focal distance options
that capture clearer images at further distances
on your high-speed, high-volume roadways.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

FIXED VIDEO

VIDEO ANALYTICS

Our smart video technology allows you
to focus on what matters most, whenever
there is a security breach or any out of
the ordinary situation.

With next-generation video analytics, you
can have access to state-of-the-art deep
learning algorithms designed to change the
way video is monitored.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

UNIFY YOUR PUBLIC SAFETY DATA
AND STREAMLINE WORKFLOWS

Centralising your data while streamlining workflows through call handling, CAD, mobile, records, evidence,
and analytics can be done. Our integrated control room platform harnesses the benefits of cloud technology
and supports agency innovation without disrupting mission-critical responses.

CONTROL ROOM SOLUTIONS

EMERGENCY
CALL HANDLING

COMPUTER-AIDED
DISPATCH

REAL-TIME
INTELLIGENCE

Enable call takers to more easily handle calls for
next-generation service through the most reliable
systems that quickly locate callers, unify emergency
calls and CAD workflows, and integrate text and data.

Minimise time-to-dispatch and get the
right resources on the scene fast with
dispatching software that
eliminates redundancy.

Provide a complete operating picture
that integrates critical real-time
intelligence in a single display including
video, alerts and mapping data.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

FIELD RESPONSE
& REPORTING

RECORDS & EVIDENCE
MANAGEMENT

ANALYSIS
& INVESTIGATION

Keep emergency responders focused and efficient
by enabling them to quickly communicate with
dispatch, and to easily capture information in
the field without returning to the station.

Leave no evidence behind. Easily manage all
data, no matter the source, across your operation
with intelligent organisation, enabling your
agency to share with all partners.

Transform data into intelligence
that helps your team uncover
actionable insights, improve resource
planning and close more cases.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR
MISSION-CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Routines or disasters, every aspect of your technology ecosystem must be ready. Our mission-critical
rigour to people, process and tools centralises operations so you can stay focused on your mission.

MISSION-CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS

LAND MOBILE RADIO
(LMR)

PUBLIC SAFETY
LTE BROADBAND

Millions of emergency responders and public safety
professionals across the globe trust our proven two-way
radio technologies to keep them safe. Deploy a complete
communications system with our portfolio of TETRA
radios, infrastructure, dispatch consoles and applications.

Access anywhere, anytime multimedia information
with the mission-critical priority and security your
organisation demands. Our 3GPP MCX-compliant
communications can keep your team connected,
on any network and any device.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

MISSION-CRITICAL SERVICES
ENSURE YOU’RE ALWAYS ON

In a world where communications technology is constantly evolving, rely on more than 90 years
of innovation to support, power and purposefully build your most critical communications fleet.

SERVICES

CYBERSECURITY
SERVICES

DEVICE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES

Protect your organisation with cybersecurity services
aligned to the globally-recognised National Institute of
Stndards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework
to detect, prevent and respond to cyber attacks

When seconds count, your message must get
through. Streamline device management and
optimise the performance of your radios so
your team is always connected.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

VIDEO SERVICES

Never experience network delays or downtime again
with 24/7 proactive network monitoring and incident
management by the world’s leading mission-critical
system experts.

Rely on the experts in integrated video security
ecosystems to monitor and manage your video
security technologies so you always have the richest
insights that only video can deliver.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

REQUEST YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

Experience the only complete public safety technology ecosystem in action. Every element of our end-to-end
solution has been designed to help you get to the truth faster, while staying protected in the moments that
matter. Fully power modern public safety organisations with video, software, communications, and services.

REQUEST A CONSULTATION
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